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A new album with a colourful jazz
performed by one of the most
talented French pianist!

We discovered the vistuoso of the piano Thierry Maillard in 1998 with his album « ParisNew York » recorded in NYC with John Patitucci and Denis Chambers.
An amazing technique, with great tunes and a skilled way to compose his music which
confirmed Thierry Maillard as a real maestro of jazz and one of the best French musician.
Composed of Yoann Schmidt on drums (Birelli Lagrenne, Sylvain Luc, Jean-Pierre
Como,…) and Matyas Szandaï, a double bass player from Hungary (Gabor Gado, Chris
Potter, Hamid Drake, Flavio Boltro,…), the trio has found a perfect harmony performing
with great energy the demanding compositions of Thierry Maillard.
The romantic writting and the love of ballads have led Thierry to create a music which
evokes an imaginary folklore with traditional inspirations being modern at the same time.
The violin of Debora Seffer, the duduk of Didier Malherbe and the oud of Djemai
Abdenour on many tracks have contributed to make a colourful album giving the audience
a pure moment of happiness!

PR & International: Stéphane MOREAU
Stephane.moreau@cristalgroupe.com
BP138 - 2, place de la petite sirène 17005 La Rochelle
tel: 05 46 44 83 84 – www.cristalrecords.com

Musicians &Tracklisting
THIERRY MAILLARD: Piano
MATYAS SZANDAÏ : Doublebass
YOANN SCHMIDT: Drums

Guests :
DIDIER MALHERBE : Duduk [3, 9, 12]
DEBORA SEFFER : Violin [3 et Voix 9, 12]
DJEMAI ABDENOUR : Oud [2, 9, 12]
01.
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Keops
Etretat le Donjon
Beyond the ocean
Budapest
Le jardin des rêves
Le petit hôtel du grand large
La ligne Transatlantique
Ireland song
The secret
La côte sauvage
Icon
La vallée des reines
Anyway
Without you

5:33
5:18
4:54
4:52
4:36
2:33
3:40
5:44
3:29
5:13
3:22
5:03
6:57
3:53

All titles composed by Thierry Maillard
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Biography
THIERRY MAILLARD
Thierry Maillard was 8 years old when he started
playing music. At the age of 14, he enrolled in Ecole
Normale de Musique de Paris (Normal School of Music
of Paris), taking classes in harmony, conterpoint, piano
and accordion and obtained his diploma when he was
17 years old. He then revealed a new musical style,
touching on his experience and musical collaborations,
a mix between classical composition and jazz. In 1992,
he met Débora Seffer, marking the formation of Débora
Seffer Quartet, a band who toured around France and
abroad between 1992 and 1997.
In 1998, Thierry Maillard recorded in New York his first
album as a lead musician, entitled Paris New-York, with
double bassist John Patitucci and drummer Dennis
Chamber (Polygram – Emarcy Label).
In 1999, with the support of Yamaha Musique France,
he created a new project in septet. The album New
Septet was released in 2000 by RDC records.
In 2001, the release of the album Time’s color by RDC
records marked the creation of a new Quartet, including
more jazz bop influences. In this new project, Nicolas
Genest accompanies Thierry Maillard on the trumpet.
This collaboration was noticed by the Arte Television
channel, who decided to promote this atypical pianist in
a documentary. Director Patrick Savey filmed Thierry
during the recording of this album, highlighting his
strengths and creating a portrait of him as an artist.
In 2002, Thierry Maillard set up a new septet, consisting
of a trio and a string quartet. The band played at New
Morning in Paris, where he recorded his fourth album
Vision, which was released by RDC records in January
2003.
In 2004, the album Entre Deux Mondes (Cristal
Records) revealed an extraordinary collaboration with
American drummer Robin Di Maggio and bassist Jena
Marc Jaffet. This album reflect a jazz style infused with
groove and ethnic influences.
2005 marked the return of Débora Seffer to the stage
with Thierry Maillard, where the duo once again
demonstrated their musical talent. It was with the album
Heliotrope, released by Cristal Records, that they toured
France from 2005 to 2007. A compilation of these
performances was released as a live record.

In 2008, Thierry Maillard recorded Notre Histoire, his
third album in septet, with the trio and string quartet.
The collaboration aimed to link the freedom of a jazz trio
with the composition of a classical string quartet. Notre
histoire is the original soundtrack of an imaginary film,
and has been critically acclaimed as Thierry’s album of
maturity. Notre Histoire was released by Cristal Records
and distributed by Harmonia Mundi.
In 2010, Thierry formed the 4 essentials Quartet with
Débora Seffer bassist Dominique Di Piazza and
drummer Yoann Schmidt. The band toured festivals in
France, including Toulon, Montpellier, Rhinojazz,
Festival of Rive-de-Gier, and even opened for Herbie
Hancock during Sete Festival. A recording session
brought 4 Essential together during the summer of
2010, producing their eponymous album, which was
released in January 2011 by Plus Loin Music/Harmonia
Mundi.
2010 was also the year of Thierry Maillard Trio’s
formation with double bassist Jérôme Regard and
drummer Laurent Robin. The two disc album Behind the
mirror was released on September 8th 2011 by Plus
Loin Music. The album consists of a Trio CD as well as
a Piano solo CD, recorded as a tribute to Miles Davis.
In February 2012, Thierry Maillard headed back to the
studio with a new trio, comprised this time of Yoann
Schmidt on drums and Matyas Szandai on double
bass, to record a new opus called Beyond the Ocean.
The album features prestrigious guests on multiple
tracks including Didier Malherbe playing doudouk,
Abdenour Djemaï playing oud and Débora Seffer. This
album is due to be released by the end of 2012.
In 2012 and 2013, Thierry Maillard trio will tour in
France and abroad with Yoann Schmidt on drums,
Matyas Szandaï on double bass and Thierry Maillard
on piano. Thierry will play solo. The story continues…
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Biographies

MATYAS SZANDAI
Matyas started learning music at the early age of 6.
Firstly as a student at the Conservatory of Music of
Weiner Léo and later graduated in 2004 at the
Academy of Music Ferenc Liszt in Budapest
(Hungary) in classical double bass classes where
he taught as a teacher and as an artist. At that time,
he studied jazz and improvization from 1997 to
2011. He has recorded more than 30 albums since
with Hungarian artists and international stars like
Archie Shepp, Dresch quartet, Herbie Mann, Chris
Potter, Charlie Mariano, Kurt Rosenwinkel, Hamid
Drake, Perico Sambeat .
He has also played with Chico Freeman, Robin
Eubanks, Gerald Presencer, William Parker, David
Murray, Alexander Balanescu and many others.
After settling in Paris in 2011, he has performed with
François Jeanneau, Christophe Monniot, Manu
Codjia, Karl Jannuska, David Prez…

YOANN SCHMIDT
Yoann Schmidt started to play drums at the age of
6, completely self-taught. His parents were
musicians and he entered the Conservatory of
Valenciennes, aged 10, guided by his mentor JeanLouis Raison until the end of his studies. He settled
in Paris where he met with Hadrien Ferraud who
introduced him to famous musicians like Bireli
Lagrene, Sylvain Luc, Dominique Di Piazza, Débora
Seffer, Jean-Pierre Como, Jean-Marie Ecay, Eric Le
Lann, Thierry Maillard, Flavio Boltro, etc.

Yoann Schmidt has performed on the albums of
Hadrien Ferraud and Thierry Maillard. He toured
with The Blues and Beyond Quartet with Dominique
Di Piazza, Sébastien Charlier & Yannick Robert.
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Guests

DIDIER MALHERBE
Didier Malherbe began playing the saxo in 1990. He
entered the psychedelic rock band « Gong » in 1969
until it parted in 1977 and later launched the band
« Bloom » in 1978 before he created « The Faton
Bloom » with Faton Cahen. He launched the Hadouk
trio in 1996 with Loy Elrich and Steve Shehan in
which he played the doudouk. The music of the trio is
a mixture of jazz and traditionnal music. The band
was awarded the Victoires de la Musique Prize in
2007 and released 6 albums. In addition to jazz,
fusion rock, and world music, Didier Malherbe has
also performed with artists like Jacques Higelin,
Brigitte Fontaine… and has recorded many
soundtracks.

DEBORA SEFFER
Daughter of the saxo player Yoch'ko Seffer, Debora is
one of the sweetest virtuoso of violin. In 1992, she
launched her own quartet with Thierry Maillard on the
piano. With many prizes awarded to her, Débora has
toured often and recorded many albums with Thierry
Maillard, her long time partner for many years.
In 2011, Débora recorded a new album as a leader (violin
and vocals) entitled « Someone to watch over me »
which was released last november.

DJEMAI ABDENOUR
Born in 1970 in Algeria, Abdenour Djemaï plays the guitar, the banjo and mondole,
specialized in Chaâbi and Kabyle music. He is also a talented composer and arranger. He
has settled in France in the past 10 years and has performed with prestigious artists like
Takfarinas, Safy Boutella, Maghreb & Friends, Karim Ziad, Rachid Taha. In 1999, he
launched his own trio (acoustic guitar, banjo, drums) and then created the « Zalamite
band » with Hervé le Bouché and Hichem Takaouté.
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